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Hi, good morning. My name is Joe Bushnell, I'm running for Tacoma City Council District five. We are in 

the beautiful Fernhill neighborhood. They'll be riding bus forty five up and downand learning about 

mobility in our area of town. 

 

What do you think is the most pressing mobility concern in your district? 

One of the most pressing mobility concerns in my district is good bus stops. There's a lot of places in the 

neighborhoods where it it takes a while to walk to any bus stops in particular. There's also a lack of lot of 

sidewalks in many areas, especially around schools. I think about the Edison neighborhood in particular. 

There's a lot of there's a lot of sidewalks that are not completely there. And there's also issues with like 

bike lanes and things like that. I know on Fifty Sixth Street, they're finally putting in some bike lanes to 

help support multimodal traffic, which is really important in order for a lot of people to get around. So 

that's that's the biggest challenges.  

 

What do you think is the most important transportation project in Tacoma currently? 

That's a really tough question. There's a lot of aspirational projects I'd like to see done. I think one of the 

hardest currently that's ongoing is the link light rail through Tacoma, through the downtown and 

through. MLK. Part of that is not a challenge just for the construction crews and tearing up the roads 

and getting all the piping underneath redone, but also very difficult for the neighborhoods that are 

along that path, as well as the businesses that are on that path as well. You know, the businesses are still 

open, people's homes are still accessible, but it's it's very difficult to get to them currently with all the 

construction going on and, you know, delays and stuff like that in the future, I believe. 

The other major project is the Link Light Rail coming from King County down into Pierce County and 

ending at the Tacoma Dome. I’d love to see that expanded past the Tacoma Dome and potentially into 

the South Tacoma area. I'd love to see it expand into the Tacoma Mall and then for even further down 

into Lakewood into JBLM, because those are very large job centers and recreation and and retail 

centers. So it can get people where they would like to be. But that's obviously a way far off in the future 

and very aspirational. Yeah. And then also, I think getting bike trails connecting throughout the city. So 

that way there's alternatives to riding on the street. There's pipeline trails and other things that are 

happening within the city that I think are really important to connect up. So that way people can 

traverse the city in a safe and safe way so that, you know, they don't get hit by a car or something like 

that.  

 

Pierce Transit is considering going to the ballot to ask voters for a 0.3% sales tax increase for public 

transportation funding. If Pierce Transit were to go to the ballot in 2022, would you support the 

measure? 

I knew this question was going to come up and I'm open to it, and I think it's really good that it is a ballot 

measure because ultimately up to the people of the city to decide whether they want to increase their 

sales tax. The city of Tacoma already has the largest sales tax in the entire country. And so I believe it's a 

really tough pill to swallow to take on another sales tax. I'd also be opening open to reexamining the 
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current sales taxes that are are being implemented in the city and see if maybe there's are those 

programs working the way we intended them to. Is there moneys that are not being used appropriately 

and, you know, and exploring ways that we maybe we can lower the sales tax in order to bring on a new 

sales tax to support transit. Transit’s so important for so many people. And if we want to be a city the 

future of the 21st century, we need to have a robust public transit transit infrastructure. And and that 

costs a lot of money. So and I think it's definitely a worthwhile project worth exploring and trying to find 

ways that we can get that money made available for that infrastructure. 

 

Is there anything else you want to tell us about your goals around transportation? 

I really want to see more connectivity between bikes and trails and and things of that nature. One of the 

future projects I'm super excited for is the Tahoma to Tacoma Trail System.I believe that would be such 

a phenomenal marketing opportunity for our region. It would be a worldwide destination. People would 

want to come to bike and to to hike on that trail from Point Defiance all the way up to the top of Mt. 

Rainier. And that would be a destination worth coming to see. And that brings outside money, helps 

boost the economy. It helps us locally by creating that connectivity between our rural towns and our 

bigger cities. And it also provides alternate transportation methods and ways to connect within the city 

itself. You know, having that is like a spine through our county. 

I would like to see more bike lanes and protected bike lanes in particular. Obviously, there's a lot of 

money that comes with that. Whenever we repave roads, I want to see if there's opportunities to add 

those bike lanes or not, as well as obviously upgrading the infrastructure underneath. I'd like to see a 

more comprehensive plan on what our road infrastructure in Tacoma itself. We do have a 30 year plan, 

but I would actually like to see a 100 year plan. What's our plan to replace the roads, all of the roads in 

Tacoma? What does it look like to upgrade the light infrastructure to allow for more traffic flow? What 

about lane prioritization for busses? Bus Rapid Transit that's going on Pacific. I think there's also other 

alternatives we can. There's lot of areas of the town that we can use that model. There’s so much there 

that can be done and so much ideas to do. But obviously, a lot of it comes down to money. But we really 

need to have those plans in the far reaching plans. And it's not going to happen in my term. We need to 

be more long, longer term and strategic thinking in that. 

 

 


